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Georgia Institute of Technology 
Mr. Walt Pearson 
ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 
ATLANTA. GEOAGIA 30332 
9 September 1982 
Hayes International Corporation 
Targets Division 
P. 0. Box 707 
Leeds, Alabama 35094 
Dear Mr. Pearson: 
Enclosed are the sketches that are required as the first deliverable 
under Hayes P. 0. 903297. This final design yielded about 12 dBi gain at 
*20° and more than 15 dBi on boresight. Of course, there will be some 
losses in the real antenna and in the radame. VSWR remained under 2:1 at 
30 MHz from the design frequency. I do not consider that figure to be 
secure, but I do not think bandwidth will be a problem. At this frequency 
the gain at 20° dropped about ~ dB. 
Since I did not exceed 13 dBi gain at *20°, I believe it would be wise 
to do a modicum of development during the measurements. In particular, 
various element lengths should be investigated. Therefore, I suggest that 
Hayes should not finalize the formal drawings until after the measurements. 
In addition, it may be prudent to fabricate more than three prototype 
antennas, at least if you want some to be returned unmodified. 
The sketches are intended to present the complete antenna design, but 
not the interface with your pod. Any devices used to attach the board to 
the radome should be small, nearly lossless and, of course, non-metallic. 
Bulkhead attachments are not critical, but I would like to review your 
design of them also. The tolerance of the dimensions is indicated by the 
number of significant figures. If you find any dimensions inconvenient (or 
doubtful), please do not hesitate to call me. Some are critical, but some 
can be changed. 
I am convinced that we squeezed all the performance we could out of 
this space for an antenna so simple. If you would like to review the 
research I went through to obtain this design, I would be happy to discuss 
it with you or to send you a copy of some of my notes. I have kept careful 
records even though Tech is not required to report them. 
AN EQUAL EMPI..OYMENT /EDUCATION DF'FIORTUNITY INSTITUTION 
Mr. Walt Pearson 
9 September 1982 
Page 2 
If the antennas are received within a few weeks, I can probably 
schedule their testing on fairly short notice. I look forward to seeing 
them. 
A.pproved: 
Charles E. Ryan, Jr. 
Chief, 
EM Effectiveness Division 
Sincerely yours, 
Victor K. Tripp 
Project Director 
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ENGINEERING EXPERI!VtENT STATION 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
A Unit of the University System of Georgia 
Atlanta. Georgia 30332 
Hayes International Corporation 
Targets Division 
P. 0. Box 707 
Leeds, Alabama 35094 
Attention: Mr. Walt Pearson 
6 May 1983 
Reference: Purchase Order No. 903297 
(Georgia Tech Project A-3301) 
Title: "PSR-2 Antenna Analysis" 
Subject: Pattern Measurements 
Gentlemen: 
A copy of the radiation and reflection measurements performed on this 
project are enclosed herewith as the final deliverable item under the 
referenced Purchase Order. They include the principal plane pattern 
measurements and the reflection measurements of Antennas SN-001 and SN-002 
in the radome assembly that Hayes provided. In addition, Figure 3 shows 
some experimental patterns measured without the side reflectors, in order 
to determine their effect. 
Antenna 001 has a slight asymmetry in theE-plane (vertical) pattern. 
This is probably due in some way to the feed; either the power divider is 
not perfectly balanced or a connector produced some reflection. In any 
case, it should not have any impact on the performance of your system. 
The gain levels were carefully measured for Antenna 001, and those 
printed are rounded to the nearest half dBi. The actual measurements were 
all within 0.2 dB of those recorded on the patterns. Cursory measurements 
were also made on Antenna 002 sufficient to confirm the measurements on 
Antenna 001. 
A very minor mechanical design change is suggested. The antenna ports 
protrude through the bulkhead beyond the flange around its parameter. They 
may, therefore, be bent or damaged if a technician should carelessly rest 
the assembly on its bulkhead (its only flat surface). We suggest shorter 
coaxial leads on the antenna board, to preclude this possibility. 
AN EQUAL EMPLOYMEI'vT EOUCA T!ON OPPOPTUNITY INSTITUTION 
Purchase Order No. 903297 
Pattern Measurements 
6 May 1983 
Page 2 
The sharp null in the antenna reflection measurement is not 
significant. As expected, there was no anomalous pattern behavior at this 
point. It is probably due to two reflections of similar magnitude that 
happen to cancel just at that frequency. 
Georgia Tech believes this antenna design will be very producible, and 
will easily satisfy your performance requirements for it. We enjoyed 
serving you in the development of this antenna and look forward to similar 
business with you in the future. 
Approved: 
Charles E. Ryan, Jr. 
Chief, 
EM Effectiveness Division 
Enclosure 
Respectfully submitted, 
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Figure 1. Antenna pattern for the-Hayes S/N 001 antenna (continued}. 
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Figure 2. Antenna pattern for the Hayes S/N 002 antenna (continued). 
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Figure 2. Antenna pattern for the Hayes S/N 002 antenna (continued). 
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Figure 3. Antenna pattern for the Hayes S/N 001 antenna operating without side reflectors. 
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Figure 3. Antenna pattern for the Hayes S/N 001 antenna operating without side reflectors (continued). 
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Figure 4. Reflected power graph for the Hays S/N 001 antenna. 
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Figure 5. Reflected power graph for the Rays S/N 002 antenna. 
